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Abstract. This paper presents the details of one of the two crypto-
graphic remote e-voting protocols used in Russian parliamentary elec-
tions of 2021. As the official full version of the scheme has never been
published by the election organisers, our paper aims at putting together
as complete picture as possible from various incomplete sources. As all
the currently available sources are in Russian, our presentation also aims
at serving the international community by making the description avail-
able in English for further studies. In the second part of the paper we
provide an initial analysis of the protocol, identifying the potential weak-
nesses under the assumptions of corruption of the relevant key compo-
nents. As a result we conclude that the biggest problems of the system
stem from weak voter authentication. In addition, as it was possible to
vote from any device with a browser and Internet access, the attack
surface was relatively large in general.

1 Introduction

Usage of electronic means to support the process of voting has been a subject of
extensive research and debates. On one hand, computerised systems help keep
better records of eligible voters, and election results will most probably find their
way into some database.

Supporting the act of vote casting with electronic means is, however, a sepa-
rate issue. For example, the history of Direct Recording Electronic voting equip-
ment is rich in poor design choices and the resulting vulnerabilities [12, 4, 14, 1,
3, 2].

Voting over Internet has been even more controversial. In today’s increasingly
mobile world some sort of a remote voting option is necessary. Adding to it, the
current COVID-19 pandemic has made large-scale high-contact events like elec-
tion days disadvantageous. The classical alternative of paper-based postal voting
has several drawbacks including weak voter authentication, potentially unreli-
able postal services, and the difficult-to-control threat of coercion. By using the
appropriate technical and cryptographic means, all these issues can be addressed
more easily in the case of remote electronic (Internet) voting.



On the other hand, Internet voting also brings along certain risks. The voter’s
perception of the voting environment is indirect (physical booth and paper vs.
internals of a computer), leaving more room for e.g. malware to operate unde-
tectably. On the server side, many operations are centralised, creating lucrative
target points for attackers.

Whereas the debate over the manageability of these risks is still ongoing,
several countries have experimented with remote electronic voting. In Estonia,
legally binding vote casting via Internet has been possible since 2005. Various
tryouts have also taken place in Norway, Switzerland, Canada, Australia, and
elsewhere (we refer interested readers to [27, 16] for good overviews).

A recent interesting newcomer in this line is Russia. During the Moscow local
elections of 2019, it was possible to cast votes via the Internet. The source code of
the system was opened for public scrutiny, but the accompanying documentation
was rather poor. Nevertheless, serious cryptographic issues were identified in the
system by Gaudry and Golonev [15].

By the 2021 parliamentary elections, two new voting systems were developed.
Kaspersky Lab and the Department of Information Technologies of Moscow de-
veloped the system to conduct e-voting in Moscow [30]. Rostelecom and Waves
Enterprise developed the e-voting system for six federal districts of Russia [19].
This paper concentrates on the latter, subsequently called the federal system.

As it was the case in 2019, the documentation is still poor, but the crypto-
graphic set-up is more involved, so the primary target of this paper is to piece
together what is possible to gather from various public sources about the fed-
eral protocol to enable further studies by the international community. We will
provide an initial high-level analysis as the second contribution of this paper as
well.

2 Russian Federal Remote E-voting System

An overview of the system can be obtained from the Central Election Commis-
sion’s website [6]. On a high level, the protocol relies on homomorphic tallying,
with the voter anonymity provided by blind signatures. The system makes sig-
nificant use of a blockchain for publishing various values produced during the
protocol run.

2.1 Protocol participants

In this section, we describe the main building blocks of the Russian remote
e-voting system (Дистанционное электронное голосование, ДЭГ). The main
participants of the protocol are the following:

– Voter (Участник ДЭГ) is a citizen of the Russian Federation who is eligible
to vote and is included in the lists of e-voters based on an application submit-
ted in electronic form. Each Voter has their personal SNILS (СНИЛС) [22]
– individual insurance account number. The Voter uses a Voting Device



to participate in e-voting. The Voting Device is any device with browser
and Internet access (laptop, smartphone, tablet, etc.). The voting can be
done through mobile application available for Android and iOS or through
browser.

– Organiser (Организатор) is a participant who coordinates e-voting process.
They are also responsible for the generation of encryption key that is used
to encrypt all the votes.

– Internal Observer (Внутренний Наблюдатель) is a participant who is
monitoring the voting process from a dedicated room and can access indi-
vidual nodes of the Blockchain component. During auditing, the Internal
Observer is able to perform the following actions:
• verify that for every Voter, to whom the blind signature was issued ac-

cording to the Registrar’s list, there exists a valid id_token from ESIA,
• verify that for every Voter, to whom the blind signature was issued, there

exists a transaction in the Blockchain with commitment on the Voter’s
SNILS code,

• verify commitments on the Voters’ SNILS codes
• verify that the amount of cast votes is not bigger than the amount of

voters to whom blind signatures were issued.
• verify correctness of the blind signatures and the Voters’ signatures pub-

lished together with encrypted votes,
• verify uniqueness of transactions (there is only one transaction for each

Voter’s public key).
– External Observer (Внешний Наблюдатель) is any user who has access to

https://stat.vybory.gov.ru, and is able to perform the following actions:
• verify the integrity of the Blockchain transactions,
• verify range proofs associated to encrypted votes,
• verify correctness of the homomorphically aggregated ciphertext,
• verify zero-knowledge proofs of correctness of partial decryption,
• verify if partial decryptions were aggregated correctly.

The main system components are the following.

– Registrar (Регистратор) consists of Voting Portal and VoterList compo-
nents. It performs identification and authentication of the Voters through
ESIA (ЕСИА) system. ESIA is the unified identification and authentication
system of the Russian Federation, providing authorised access for citizens to
the information contained in state information systems [20]. Additionally,
the Registrar issues blind signatures to the Voters’ public keys.

– Vote collector (Избирательный ящик) is a component that issues ballots
to the Voters and collects encrypted votes. It interacts with the Blockchain
to publish encrypted votes.

– Tallier (Учетчик) consists of Distributed storage (Blockchain) and Decryp-
tor components. Blockchain stores all the transactions and Decryptor per-
forms vote tallying.



2.2 E-voting protocol

The voting process consists of the following phases: setup, authorisation, voting,
and tallying. Table 1 summarises the main cryptographic primitives used in the
protocol.

Table 1. Main cryptographic algorithms used in Russian federal e-voting protocol

Functionality Cryptographic scheme
Hash function GOST 34.11-2012 (Stribog) [26]
Voter anonymisation RSA blind signature scheme [5]
Key sharing and encryption key
generation

EC ElGamal [13] + Shamir Secret Sharing [23]

Encryption of the vote EC ElGamal encryption [13]
Signing of the vote GOST 34.10-2012 [25]
Range proofs associated with en-
crypted vote

Disjunctive Chaum-Pedersen proof [10]

Aggregation of encrypted votes EC ElGamal encryption with additive homomor-
phic properties

Proof of correctness of decryption Chaum-Pedersen proof [10]
Commitment scheme HMAC_GOSTR3411_2012_256 [24]

Below we give an overview of the Russian federal e-voting process. Our pre-
sentation primarily relies on the description from [8], with further details added
from [7] and [9].

The Organiser and Registrar generate key pairs for GOST signature and send
verification keys to the Tallier. All the messages that are sent by the Organiser
and Registrar are signed with their private keys and signatures are verified by
the Tallier.

Setup phase

– The Voter fills a digital application on the website gosuslugi.ru to par-
ticipate in e-voting. The Voter receives a code via SMS or email to confirm
their application. The Registrar compares data in each application with the
Russian Federation Voter Register. Then the Registrar forms the list of el-
igible voters (VoterList). The Voters included in the list are excluded from
the voter lists at local polling stations.

– The Organiser, in presence of Election Observer and media, generates ElGa-
mal key pair (Sorg, Qorg). Secret key Sorg is split into shares using Shamir
Secret Sharing. Key shares are transferred to external storage media of se-
cret key holders. Key holders are participants of the voting process selected
by the Organiser (e.g. Organiser committee members, Internal Observers).
Sorg is deleted from the device where it was generated.

– The Organiser receives VoterList, e-voting protocol description, ballot text,
number of options in each ballot (n), and maximum number of options that



each Voter can select (d) on an external storage medium. The Organiser gives
a command to generate smart contracts to the Blockchain. The Blockchain
component and smart contract will be more thoroughly discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.

– The Registrar generates RSA blind signature key pair (skb, pkb) and sends
pkb to the Organiser. The Registrar generates a commitment key Kcom.

– Decryptor generates an ElGamal key pair (St, Qt) and sends the public key
Qt to the Organiser. The key pair is generated in hardware security module
(HSM) and private key St never leaves HSM.

– The Organiser uploads identifier of elections votingID, starting time of re-
ceiving ballots, a hash of the ballot text, n, d and pkb to the Blockchain.
Based on this information, the Blockchain smart contracts are generated.

– The Registrar computes commitments on the Voters’ SNILS codes as comi =
HMAC(Kcom, SNILS||votingID) and publishes these into the Blockchain.
The Blockchain smart contracts are updated by adding received commit-
ments.

– The Organiser constructs final encryption key Qf = H(Qt||Qorg) · Qorg +
H(Qorg||Qt) ·Qt and uploads Qorg, Qt, Qf to the Blockchain. The Registrar
receives Qf from the Blockchain.

The general process of the setup phase is presented in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Setup phase

Authorisation phase



– The Voter authenticates to the e-voting portal through the ESIA system.
The Registrar receives the id_token and the information about the Voter
from ESIA. The Registrar checks the eligibility of the Voter by their SNILS
code. The Voter receives SMS or email with an authorisation code that they
enter into the e-voting portal.

– The Voting Device generates a key pair (skv, pkv) for the GOST signature.
The Voting Device interacts with the Registrar to receive RSA blind signa-
ture s on the Voter’s masked public key.

– The Registrar records the fact of blind signature issuance by updating its
internal database and publishing com, s into the Blockchain, com is the com-
mitment of the Voter’s SNILS code.

– The Voting Device removes the mask from the signature s. The resulting
value σb is a valid RSA signature on the Voter’s public key.

Authorisation process is depicted in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Authorisation phase

Voting phase



– The Voter is redirected to the anonymous zone of the voting portal (Vote
Collector). The Vote Collector receives pkv and checks that for this public
key a ballot has not been issued before.

– The Voter is presented with a ballot in digital form and the Voter makes
their choice by selecting the preferred option.

– Each ballot is represented as a bitstring of length n: v = v0v1 . . . vn−1. The
initial value of each option on the ballot is zero, the option chosen by the
Voter has value one. Each option (vi = 0 or vi = 1) is encrypted separately
using ElGamal encryption as (cv)i = Enc(vi, Qf ), for i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}.

– The Voting Device generates several range proofs

(πv)i = genProof(Qf , rng, vi, rv, (cv)i) ,

where rv is a random value, rng is the range of possible plaintext values and
i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1}. For each ciphertext, the Voting Device generates proof
that the encrypted value is either 0 or 1. Additionally, the Voting Device
generates proof that the sum of all values does not exceed the bound d (as
the Voter can choose up to d options).

– Finally, the Voting Device creates a signature σv = Sign((cv, πv, pkv, σb), skv),
where cv corresponds to all created ciphertexts and πv corresponds to all gen-
erated range proofs. The Voter sends the transaction tv = {cv, πv, pkv, σb, σv}
to the Vote Collector.

– The Vote Collector verifies the signature σb and uniqueness of the transaction
containing pkv. The Vote Collector updates its internal database by adding
pkv and sends the transaction tv to the Blockchain.

– The Blockchain smart contract verifies the signatures σb and σv, and pub-
lishes the transaction.

The ballot generation process and voting depicted in Figures 3 and 4, respec-
tively.

Tallying phase

– The Organiser requests the Registrar to stop authenticating new Voters and
the Blockchain to stop accepting new voting transactions.

– The Organiser reconstructs their private key Sorg from the shares and pub-
lishes Sorg into the Blockchain.

– The Decryptor receives all the voting transactions from the Blockchain and
verifies range proofs (πv)i for each transaction. The Decryptor sums up ver-
ified encrypted votes separately for each option from the ballot as sumi =∑V−1

v=0 (cv)i = (Ri, Ci), where i ∈ {0, . . . , n − 1} and V is the total number
of cast votes.

– Decryption of aggregated ciphertexts sumi is performed in two steps. Firstly,
the Decryptor computes partial decryptions as (Ri)t = St · Ri. Next, the
Decryptor generates proofs of correctness of partial decryptions (πi)t =
genProof(St, (Ri)t, Ri, Qt, P ) and publishes (Ri)t, (πi)t (i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1})
into the Blockchain.



Fig. 3. Ballot encryption

– The Decryptor receives Organiser’s private key Sorg and verifies that it cor-
responds to the previously published public key Qorg.

– Finally, the Decryptor performs the final decryption of aggregated votes
using Sorg as

Mi = Ci −H(Qt||Qorg) · Sorg ·Ri −H(Qorg||Qt) · (Ri)t

and publishes the transaction {(Ri, Ci),Mi}, where i ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}.

Figures 5 and 6 depict the processes of decryption and tallying, respectively.
Only the Organiser’s private key is published into the Blockchain. Thus it is

not possible to decrypt transactions containing individual votes using publicly
available information. It means that the Voter cannot verify if the vote published
into the Blockchain corresponds to their original choice.

There are different descriptions of the setup phase in two official documents
[7, 8]. The main difference is in which component is responsible for the generation
of the final encryption key Qf (Organiser or Tallier). Additionally, there is no ver-
ification that the final key Qf was generated as it was supposed to be generated.
The documents differ also in the tallying phase. It is not clear if the Decryptor
needs to compute partial decryptions and corresponding zero-knowledge proofs
with both keys Sorg and St or with the Tallier’s key St only.

Let us briefly consider two possible setups. In the first case,

– the Tallier (Decryptor) is responsible for the final key generation,
– there is no verification that the final key Qf was generated correctly, and
– the Tallier (Decryptor) computes and publishes into the Blockchain partial

decryption only using its private key St.

In this case, if an adversary corrupts the Tallier, they can compute the final
key Qf without including the Organiser’s share Qorg to it. This would allow the



Fig. 4. Voting phase

adversary to decrypt individual votes during the voting phase. Moreover, as there
are no zero-knowledge proofs of decryption correctness using the Organiser’s key,
this would remain unnoticed.

In the case of the second possible setup,

– the Organiser is responsible for the final key generation,
– there is no verification that the final key Qf was generated correctly, and
– the Tallier (Decryptor) computes and publishes into the Blockchain partial

decryption only using its private key St.

In this case, if an adversary corrupts both Tallier and Organiser, they can
compute the final key Qf without including Organiser’s share Qorg to it. In
this case, there will be no need to reconstruct Sorg from the shares to decrypt
individual votes during the voting phase. Again, as there are no zero-knowledge
proofs of decryption correctness using the Organiser’s key, this would remain
unnoticed.

2.3 Usage of blockchain in the protocol

The Blockchain platform that was used for e-voting was developed by Waves
Enterprise [29]. It uses Crash Fault Tolerance (CFT) consensus algorithm that



Fig. 5. Decryption and tallying of results

is based on Proof of Authority (PoA) consensus [29]. The Blockchain platform
supports the development and usage of Turing complete smart contracts. Smart
contract used in the e-voting process performs the following functions:

– storing the rules of the voting process and the list of participants,
– registering information, obtained during the setup phase, and
– verification and storage of the cast votes and voting results [28].

There are four data processing centers that run the Blockchain nodes, these
centers are managed by Rostelecom and the Registrar.

3 Protocol analysis

In this section, we analyse the security properties of the Russian federal e-voting
protocol. Our analysis is based on Neumann’s approach [21] aiming to identify
the minimal subsets of the parties who can breach some of the security properties.
We target the following properties also adapted from Neumann [21].

– Vote Integrity – the voting system must ensure that each vote has not been
tampered with during the voting process, and is correctly included in the
election result.

– Vote Secrecy – the voting system must ensure that it is impossible to link
the content of the cast vote to the Voter’s identity.

– Voter Eligibility and Uniformity – the voting system must ensure that only
votes of eligible voters are accepted, these votes are accepted only once and
with equal weight.

– Data Access Protection – the voting system must prevent unauthorised users
from accessing the Voter’s personal data.



Fig. 6. Tallying phase

3.1 Vote Integrity

Vote Collector The corrupt Vote Collector can drop an incoming transaction
with a vote and not transfer it further to the Blockchain. This can only be
noticed by the Voter and the Organiser. If the Voter has saved their public key
or transaction ID, they can later check if their vote was actually added to the
Blockchain. The Organiser may notice the Vote Collector’s malicious activity by
checking the logs of the Vote Collector.

Tallier If an adversary compromises more than half of the Blockchain nodes,
they can modify encrypted votes during the voting phase [28]. However, zero-
knowledge proofs associated with these votes will not pass verification. Therefore,
the modified votes will not be counted in the final result.

Voting Device If an adversary corrupts the Voting Device, they may change
the Voter’s choice before it gets encrypted and sent to the Vote Collector. There’s
no guarantee for the Voter that the voting page is indeed provided by the Reg-
istrar and not by the adversary [17]. Additionally, the system does not provide
individual vote verifiability, the Voter will not be able to tell if the vote published
into the Blockchain corresponds to their real choice.

Voter’s account ESIA system supports two-factor authentication through
SMS-code and email codes (for those who received citizenship in a simplified
manner [9]). If an adversary gets access to the Voter’s ESIA credentials, they
will be able to execute several attacks.

– An adversary can use the Voter’s credentials to log in to gosuslugi.ru.
Next, the adversary adds their phone number to the account and changes
the Voter’s password. The adversary can register the Voter for e-voting and



cast the vote on behalf of the Voter. This attack remains unnoticed if the
Voter did not have the intention to participate in elections.

– Secondly, an adversary may target the Voters who received citizenship in a
simplified manner. The adversary can get hold of the Voter’s email password
and execute the previous attack even without changing the phone number.

– According to the documentation [9], if the Voter enters an incorrect autho-
risation code during the authorisation phase, the Registrar provides them
with a new code (no more than once a minute). The number of attempts to
enter the code is limited by the end time of e-voting. The adversary can get
access to the Voter’s account and make attempts to guess the code every
minute until the end of elections. The probability of success for 5 digit code
is around 3%. However, this attack will be noticed by the Voter, who has
physical access to their phone.

3.2 Vote Secrecy

Voting Device The Voter receives a ballot through the e-voting portal or using
a mobile application on their Voting Device. If the Voting Device gets compro-
mised, the Voter’s choice may get leaked to the adversary and linked to the
Voter’s identity. There are several ways how the adversary can compromise the
Voter’s device described in [17].

Registrar and Vote Collector During the authorisation phase, the corrupt
Registrar can save the Voter’s IP address and browser metadata. Later, during
the voting phase, the Vote Collector can also record the same information. As a
result, the Registrar knows the Voter’s identity, IP address, browser, and device
details. The Vote Collector knows the Voter’s encrypted vote and IP address with
metadata. Comparing this information, they can link an encrypted vote to the
Voter’s identity. However, to be able to decrypt the individual vote, the adversary
would need to compromise the Organiser and Decryptor (HSM module).

3.3 Voter Eligibility and Uniformity

The eligibility of the Voter is checked by the Registrar during the authentication
process and the Vote Collector during the voting phase. It is not possible to
verify using publicly available data if the vote published into the Blockchain was
cast by an eligible voter.

Organiser and Voter While preparing the final VoterList, the corrupt Organ-
iser may not exclude the Voter who registered to participate in e-voting from the
list of voters on the polling station. This would allow the Voter to cast their vote
twice. This attack remains unnoticed as the VoterList for e-voting and VoterList
at the polling stations are not cross-checked during the audit phase.

Organiser, Registrar and Voter An ineligible Voter can fill an application on
the website gosuslugi.ru. The corrupt Registrar can approve the application
and the corrupt Organiser can add the Voter to the final VoterList. The ineligible
Voter could later cast their vote using the e-voting system.



Organiser, Registrar, ESIA, Vote Collector and Election Observer. The cor-
rupt Registrar can issue blind signatures for illegitimate public keys and corrupt
Vote Collector adds illegitimate votes to the system. Since the Organiser is also
corrupt, this will remain undetected. Additionally, the adversary should ensure
that for every illegitimate vote there exists an id_token issued by ESIA (this is
checked in the audit phase). Alternatively, Election Observer, who performs the
audit, may be corrupted by the adversary. In this case, there is no need to have
the tokens issued by ESIA.

3.4 Data Access Protection

During the voting process, the following components process Voter’s personal
data:

– Voting Device – stores information about the Voter’s identity.
– Registrar – receives the Voter’s personal data from ESIA during the authen-

tication process. This data includes first and last name, date of birth, SNILS
code, phone number, and information about the document (passport).

– Organiser – stores the list of Voters, which includes personal information.

Therefore, if the adversary corrupts at least one of the components listed
above, it results in a violation of data access protection.

4 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have presented an overview of the Russian federal e-voting sys-
tem. We based our analysis on the materials published by the Central Election
Commission of Russia. However, this documentation is incomplete and mislead-
ing, making it hard to follow and analyse. Additionally, we used information
published by the developers of the voting system components, public presenta-
tions, and media articles. As a result, we managed to compile the workflow of
the federal e-voting system and provide an initial analysis of the system.

We found that the main weakness of the system lays in the authentication
process. The usage of a password-based authentication system (ESIA) leads to a
higher chance of different attacks against vote integrity. Furthermore, the attack
surface increases as ESIA is used to authenticate users to more than 1000 IT
systems [18].

Secondly, the analysis showed that the adversary will be able to break three
out of four security properties of the system by compromising the Voting Device.

Additionally, the system uses a non-standard approach for generating the
ElGamal encryption key. In the documentation [6] it has not been specified if
this approach is invented by the authors of the e-voting protocol or based on the
prior work. The better practice is to use more established and better understood
cryptographic techniques such as threshold ElGamal [11] instead of introducing
a new key sharing technique.



We consider this work as a starting point for future analysis of the Russian
federal e-voting system. Security analysis of cryptographic primitives, code audit,
and analysis of election statistics remain interesting targets for future work. The
e-voting system used in Moscow featured a completely different cryptographic
protocol, so future research is needed to study it as well.
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